A Lie algebra integrates to a Lie group. In this paper, we find a "group-like" integration object for an exact Courant algebroid. The idea is that we first view an exact Courant algebroid as an extension of the tangent bundle by its coadjoint representation (up to homotopy), then we perform the integration by the usual method of integration of an extension.
Introduction
Recently, many efforts have been made to integrate Courant algebroids, that is, to find a global object 1 associated to a Courant algebroid. Perhaps one reason for the interest in such objects is that the standard Courant algebroid serves as the generalized tangent bundle of a generalized complex manifold in the sense of Hitchin and Gualtieri [Hit03, Gua] . Thus the integration will help to understand the global symmetry of such manifolds.
Courant algebroids (see Section 2.3) were first introduced in [LWX97] to study doubles of Lie bialgebroids. An equivalent definition via graded manifolds was given by Roytenberg in [Roy] . Then [RW98] discovered the relationship between Courant algebroids and L ∞ -algebras, which was an indication of the higher structures behind Courant algebroids. Here we briefly recall that an exact Courant algebroid T M ⊕ T * M withŠevera class [H] , where H ∈ Ω 3 (M ), has antisymmetric bracket
When H = 0, this defines a standard Courant algebroid. However, the bracket ·, · does not satisfy the Jacobi identity, and this is the major obstruction to finding "group-like objects which integrate these not-quite-Lie algebras" (as stated in [KW01] , which is perhaps the first paper to explore the integration of Courant brackets). Mehta and Tang [MT] apply the Artin-Mazur construction to Mackenzie's symplectic double groupoid and obtain a symplectic Lie 2-groupoid corresponding to the standard Courant algebroid (namely the one with trivialŠevera class); Li-Bland andŠevera [LBŠ] , on the other hand, start with a local symplectic Lie 2-groupoid, and rigorously verify viaŠevera's differentiation of higher Lie groupoids [Ševa] that this local symplectic Lie 2-groupoid differentiates to an exact Courant algebroid (possibly with a non-trivialŠevera class). In fact, [MT] focuses more on the authors' procedure to pass from double groupoids to 2-groupoids and contains examples other than the integration of the standard Courant algebroid. The Lie 2-groupoids in these two papers are fundamentally the same. However, the symplectic forms are different. Thus the uniqueness of symplectic forms is in a certain sense, an open question.
In this paper, we use another method to do integration: we realize an exact Courant algebroid as an extension of the Lie algebroid T M by its representation up to homotopy 2 T * M However since H 2 (T M, T * M Id − → T * M ) = 0, the extension is always trivial regardless of theŠevera class. Thus an exact Courant algebroid is always isomorphic to the standard Courant algebroid as an NQ manifold even if theŠevera class is non-zero. This isomorphism is also observed in [LBŠ, Prop. 2] ; however, as observed there, it does not preserve the symplectic structure.
Then we perform the integration of the extension and obtain a Lie 2-groupoid, which is again always (regardless of theŠevera class) isomorphic to the following Lie 2-groupoid 
where Π 1 (M ) =M ×M /π 1 (M ) is the fundamental groupoid of M withM the simply connected cover of M . This Lie 2-groupoid is the same (locally) as in [MT, LBŠ] . Thus, in short, all of the three papers give the same integration. However we emphasis here that there are several equivalent viewpoints towards 2-groupoids (see Section 5.2). While the other two papers take the viewpoint of Kan complexes, we take the viewpoint of categorification of groupoidà la Baez, for our convenience.
We must mention that in this paper we do not perform rigorous differentiation partially because this is the merit of [LBŠ] (only in Remark 5.5 we sketch a possible differentiation method), and we do not deal with the symplectic form. Integrating the symplectic form systematically involves integrating morphisms of higher NQ manifolds, which we do not deal here. Thus, for the purpose of integrating Courant algebroids, this paper can be viewed more as an explanation of the origin of the Lie 2-groupoid in [LBŠ] . Moreover, [GSM10] implies a possible direct link between our paper and [MT] .
On the other hand, there are also some valuable byproducts achieved in this paper: We classify the 2-term abelian extensions of a Lie algebroid A by H 2 (A, E) where E is a 2-term representation up to homotopy of A (Thm. 4.7). Moreover, we hope that this viewpoint via representations up to homotopy can be helpful in the case of a more general Courant algebroid coming from a Lie bialgebroid. Finally, we also bring the concept of a split Lie n-algebroid onto the surface (Def. 2.2). Courant algebroids can be described using differential geometry language as in [LWX97] . However, the method of NQ manifolds perhaps reflects more the nature of Courant algebroids, though it often involves calculations in local coordinates. The language of split Lie n-algebroids provides a way to study NQ manifolds within the differential geometry framework. Thus we hope it can be a useful tool for differential geometers in general to study problems related to NQ manifolds.
In fact, this paper is the third of a series of papers with the aim of integrating Courant algebroids via representations up to homotopy. The basic observation is to view the Courant bracket as an extension of a Lie bracket, not however via a usual representation, but via a representation up to homotopy. In [SZb] , we realize the standard Courant bracket (with trivialŠevera class) as a semidirect product of the Lie bracket of vector fields and its representation up to homotopy on the complex
We also provide several finite dimensional examples of such semidirect product coming from omni-Lie algebras and string Lie 2-algebras. In [SZa] , we integrate such semidirect products in the finite dimensional case. For a long time, we were lost on how to descend from our construction at the level of sections to the Courant algebroid itself, namely, how to realize the Courant bracket as the semidirect product of the Lie algebroid T M and its coadjoint representation up to homotopy T * M Id − → T * M . We must point out that after talking to David Li-Bland, we were convinced that there should be a similar construction on the vector bundle level; however, the formula we have in [SZb] is clearly neither C ∞ (M )-linear nor a derivation, so we are not able to push the formula down to the level of vector bundles.
Finally, we realized that our confusion comes from the fact that there are two different ways to view NQ manifolds. The concept of N-manifold was introduced byŠevera in [Šev05] and appeared informally even earlier in his letter to Weinstein [Ševb] . They are non-negatively graded manifolds ("N" stands for non-negative). Then an NQ-manifold is a non-negatively graded manifold M together with a degree 1 vector field Q satisfying [Q, Q] = 0. A degree 1 NQ-manifold is a Lie algebroid. We recall the procedure: a degree 1 non-negative graded manifold can be modeled by a vector bundle with shifted degree
A degree 1 vector field Q is a degree 1 differential of this algebra. Equivalently, this means that we have a vector bundle morphism (called the anchor later on)
The equation [Q, Q] = 0 is then equivalent to the condition we require for (A,
However, there is another method to recover the Lie bracket on A: Γ(A) can be viewed as the space of degree −1 vector fields on
which is exactly the Lie algebroid bracket on A corresponding to Q given above. However, when we try to do the same for Lie n-algebroid for n ≥ 2, we encounter a different story. First of all, to model a degree n non-negative graded manifold on a graded vector bundle requires an unnatural choice of connection (even though it is always possible). It is comparable to the fact that to single out a composition of 1-cells of a Lie n-groupoid X • modeled using a Kan simplicial manifold requires an unnatural choice of a section from the horn space X 1 × X 0 X 1 to X 2 (in this case it is not always possible 3 ). However, there are still some circumstances in which a graded vector bundle arise naturally (namely a preferred connection is chosen somehow) to hold the structure of an NQ manifold. For example, a 3 However it is always possible locally which explains the existence of the choice in the infinitesimal case. (Private conversation with Dimitry Roytenberg.) representation up to homotopy E n of a Lie algebroid A naturally give rises to such a graded vector bundle and there should be an NQ manifold structure on the semidirect product A ⋉ E n (see Lemma 3.1). For this reason we still consider that our degree n N-manifold comes from a graded vector bundle A = A 0 ⊕ A −1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A −n+1 , then, similarly to (3), the function ring is the graded commutative algebra,
where A * −i has degree i + 1 and C ∞ (M ) lies in degree 0. Then a homological degree 1 vector field Q gives us an anchor ρ and various brackets l i for i = 1, . . . , n + 1 (see Def. 2.2). We call such an object a split Lie n-algebroid. It turns out that if we begin with a degree 2 NQ manifold-for example T * [2]T [1]M , the one corresponding to an exact Courant algebroid (see Section 2.3), then the Courant bracket arises as the derived bracket; however the derived bracket is different from l 2 no matter how we choose the splitting. This picture, which is different from the degree-1 case, clarifies our confusion: what we should obtain from semidirect product construction is l 2 , but not the Courant bracket, even though they are equivalent in a certain sense.
Notations: Throughout the paper, we use E to denote the 2-term complex of vector bundles ∂ : E −1 −→ E 0 and E • is the corresponding abelian Lie 2-groupoid (Example 5.3). (A, [·, ·] A , ρ A ) is a Lie algebroid and d A is the corresponding differential defined in (4). We use G to denote a Lie groupoid G 1 ⇉ G 0 and G to denote the Lie groupoid G 2 ⇉ G 1 in a semistrict Lie 2-groupoid G 2 ⇉ G 1 ⇉ G 0 . d is the usual de Rham differential. We use Id to denote the identity map of vector bundles and id M (resp. id G 0 ) is the identity map on the manifold M (resp. G 0 ). Definition 2.1 A Lie n-algebroid is an NQ-manifold of degree n.
Some effort towards this direction is made in [Vor] . Here we want to focus specifically on split NQ manifolds since it turns out that semidirect products, and furthermore, extensions of Lie algebroids by their representations up to homotopy, provide some natural examples of these split NQ manifolds.
Recall that a split degree n N-manifold A is a non-negatively graded vector bundle A 0 ⊕ A −1 ⊕ A −2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A −n+1 over the same base M , with the function ring in (5). Then C(A) should be viewed as the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of a certain higher algebroid structure on A with brackets l i 's and anchor ρ : A 0 → T M such that a degree 1 derivation Q can be expressed by
with ξ i ∈ Γ(A −i ), and x i , y i ∈ A i . As in the case of L ∞ -algebras, (C(A), Q) being a differential graded commutative algebra, namely Q 2 = 0, is equivalent to all the axioms that l i and ρ should satisfy. Finally, we summarize this equivalent viewpoint of a split NQ manifold with the following definition:
Definition 2.2 (split Lie n-algebroid) A split Lie n-algebroid is a graded vector bundle A = A 0 ⊕ A −1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A −n+1 over a manifold M equipped with a bundle map ρ : A 0 −→ T M (called the anchor), and n + 1 many brackets l i : Γ(∧ i A) −→ Γ(A) with degree 2 − i for
where the summation is taken over all (i, k − i)-unshuffles with i ≥ 1 and "Ksgn(σ)" is the Koszul sign for a permutation σ ∈ S k , i.e.
2. l 2 satisfies the Leibniz rule with respect to ρ:
Remark 2.3 It is clear that the brackets l i makes the space of smooth sections
) of a Lie n-algebroid A into a (infinite dimensional) Lie n-algebra.
In this paper, we will use both viewpoints-the one using various brackets and the anchor map, and the one using NQ manifolds-to refer to a Lie n-algebroid.
Definition 2.4 A Lie 2-algebroid morphism (isomorphism) A → A ′ is a graded vector bundle morphism f from
Remark 2.5 First of all, when n = 1 this coincides with the usual definition of Lie algebroid morphism (see e.g. [Mac05] ) in terms of vector bundles, anchors and brackets, which is not as easy as one might think. Thus, we do not expect it to be easy to express a morphism of Lie n-algebroids in terms of vector bundles, anchors and brackets. However, in the case when the A and A ′ share the same base and the base morphism is an isomorphism, a graded vector bundle morphism f is a Lie n-algebroid morphism if and only if f preserves the anchors and f induces an L ∞ -morphisms on the sections of A and A ′ . Notice that this imply that f preserves the brackets only in an L ∞ -fashion, for example when n = 2, we have
and
However, the converse is true, that is, if f preserves the bracket strictly then f induces an L ∞ -morphisms on the sections of A and A ′ . In this case, we shall call f a strict morphism. If a Lie n-algebroid morphism f induces an isomorphism on the underlying graded vector bundle of A and A ′ , then it is an isomorphism.
Example 2.6 It is clear that a Lie algebroid A can be viewed as a split Lie n-algebroid with A 0 = A, all the other A i = 0, the same anchor and l 2 , and all the other higher brackets equals to 0. In fact, any Lie n-algebroid A can be viewed as a Lie (n + 1)-algebroid in this way. That is, A is a Lie (n + 1)-algebroid with A n+1 = 0, l n+2 = 0, and all the rest kept the same.
Example 2.7 Given a complex of vector bundles E n : E −(n−1)
, it can be viewed as a Lie n-algebroid with l 1 = ∂, any remaining bracket l i = 0, and the anchor ρ = 0. We call such a Lie n-algebroid an abelian Lie n-algebroid. There are similar constructions on the groupoid level as we point out in the case when n = 2 in Example 5.3. The integration and differentiation between these abelian higher algebroids and groupoids are given by Dold-Kan correspondence (see for example, [LBŠ, Example 7] for a detailed explanation in this direction).
Representation up to homotopy of a Lie algebroid
Consider a graded vector bundle E n of degree n:
Its dual E * n [1] with degree shifted by 1 is
Definition 2.8 [ACb] A representation up to homotopy of a Lie algebroid A consists of a graded vector bundle E n over M and an operator, called the structure operator,
which increases the total degree by one and satisfies D 2 = 0 and the graded derivation rule:
We denote a representation up to homotopy of A by (E n , D). Intuitively, a representation up to homotopy is a complex endowed with an A-connection which is "flat up to homotopy". It is the Lie algebroid version of Lada-Markl's L ∞ -modules [LM95] .
There is a one-to-one correspondence between representation up to homotopy (E n , D) of A and graded vector bundles E n over M endowed with
2. An A-connection ∇ on (E n , ∂);
where R ∇ is the curvature of ∇.
For each
The correspondence is characterized by
We also write
We can take the dual of a representation up to homotopy (E n , D). Consider the dual
where ∧ is the operation Ω(A, E * ) ⊗ Ω(A, E n ) −→ Ω(A) induced by the pairing between E * n and E n . Then (E * n , D * ) is a representation up to homotopy of A. In term of components of
, where ∇ * is the connection dual to ∇ and,
For two representations up to homotopy, (E n , D En ) and (F m , D Fm ) of A, one can also take their tensor product. Consider the operator D corresponding to E n ⊗ F m , which is uniquely determined by the condition
. (14) Then (E n ⊗ F m , D) is a representation up to homotopy of A. In term of components, if
1. ∂ is the tensor product of ∂ En and ∂ Fm :
2. ∇ is the tensor product of ∇ En and ∇ Fm :
Similarly, one can make the exterior algebra Λ(E * n [1]) a representation up to homotopy with an operator D, which is a derivation satisfying
Courant algebroids
A Courant algebroid is a vector bundle E −→ M equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ·, · on the bundle, an antisymmetric bracket ·, · on the section space Γ(E) and a bundle map ρ : E −→ T M such that a set of axioms are satisfied. A Courant algebroid is equivalent to a Lie 2-algebroid with a "degree-2 symplectic form" as proved in [Roy02] . We pay special attention to the exact Courant algebroid (T = T M ⊕T * M, ·, · , ·, · , ρ) associated to a manifold M withŠevera class [H] with H ∈ Ω 3 (M ). Here the anchor ρ : T −→ T M is the projection. The canonical pairing ·, · is given by
The antisymmetric bracket ·, · is given by
It is not a Lie bracket, but we have e 1 , e 2 , e 3 + c.p. = dT (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ), ∀ e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ Γ(T ),
where T (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) is given by
T (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = 1 3 ( e 1 , e 2 , e 3 + c.p.).
In this case, as shown in [Roy02] , the corresponding Lie 2-algebroid is T * [2]T [1]M with the canonical symplectic form dp i ∧ dq i + dξ i ∧ dθ i of a cotangent bundle and the homological vector field
the Hamiltonian vector field of 
Semidirect products for representations up to homotopy
Lemma 3.1 Given a Lie algebroid A and a graded vector bundle E n = E −n+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ E 0 , let D be a representation up to homotopy of A on the exterior algebra Λ(E * n [1]). Then the graded vector bundle A ⊕ E n with A of degree 0 is an NQ-manifold of degree n with homological vector field D, thus a split Lie n-algebroid.
Proof. A representation up to homotopy of A on the exterior algebra Λ(E
Then D serves as the degree 1 homological vector field. This makes A ⊕ E an NQ-manifold of degree n.
Now we make the 2-term case more explicit. Given a graded vector bundle [ACb, Remark 3.7] 1. a bundle map ∂ :
2. An A-connection ∇ on the complex (E, ∂). More precisely, there are A-connections on E −1 and E 0 , which we denote by ∇ E −1 and ∇ E 0 respectively, such that they are compatible with ∂:
3. a 2-form ω ∈ Ω 2 (A, End(E 0 , E −1 )) satisfying
and d ∇ ω = 0, where R ∇ is the curvature.
In term of components, D = ∂ + ∇ + ω. As we stated in Section 2.2, there is an induced representation up to homotopy D * on the shifted dual complex
be the corresponding representation up to homotopy on the exterior algebra Λ(E * [1]). By Lemma 3.1, we obtain a Lie 2-algebroid structure on A ⊕ E. We call this Lie 2-algebroid the semidirect product of the Lie algebroid A with its representation up to homotopy (E, D), and denote it by A ⋉ E. We will give a more conceptual explanation in Section 4, where semidirect product corresponds to an extension with trivial extension class in H 2 (A, E).
where E * 0 is of degree 1 and E * −1 is of degree 2. Now we make the brackets and anchor of the semidirect product more explicit.
Proposition 3.2 Given a 2-term representation up to homotopy (E :
Proof. Let D, D * ,D denote the same things as the above discussion. Now we apply the equations in (6) repetitively. For any f ∈ C ∞ (M ), we have
Similarly, for any ξ 0 ∈ Γ(E * 0 ), m ∈ E −1 , we have
On the other hand, we have
On the other hand, by the relation among D * and l i and ρ, we have
Thus we have
For any ξ 1 ∈ Γ(E * 1 ), we have
Furthermore, we have
This finishes the proof.
Recall from [ACb, Example 3.28 ] that a Lie algebroid A has a natural coadjoint representation up to homotopy on T * M ρ * − → A * . Then any such two connections induce equivalent representations and equivalent representations give rise to isomorphic semidirect products. When A = T M , we arrive at the representation up to homotopy of
Then by Prop. 3.2, the Lie 2-algebroid structure on
. This is the case most essential to our purpose since it is used to construct the Courant algebroid. We explicitly write down the isomorphism between the semidirect products given by two representations up to homotopy (∇, ω) and (∇ ′ , ω ′ ) of T M . We assume that
for some bundle map B :
Denote by M and M ′ the corresponding semidirect product Lie 2-algebroids.
In the following, we show that (f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ) is an isomorphism of Lie 2-algebroids by showing that it preserves the anchor and the brackets in an L ∞ -fashion (see Remark 2.5). Notice that (f 0 , f 1 ) is clearly an isomorphism of vector bundle complexes. Since f 0 = Id, the anchor ρ being the projection to T M is clearly preserved. Moreover, we have
Similarly, we have
Thus (f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ) is an isomorphism of Lie 2-algebroids. Therefore, if we only care about the isomorphism class, we can take the semidirect product
Theorem 3.3 Let E := E −1 ⊕ E 0 be a 2-term graded vector bundle over M . Suppose that there is a Lie 2-algebroid structure on (A⊕ E 0 )⊕ E −1 given by a degree 1 homological vector field Q,
Then this Lie 2-algebroid structure is the semidirect product A⋉E if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1). for any k, the restriction of Q on Γ(∧ k A * ) is exactly given by d A , i.e.
Proof. The semidirect product A ⋉ E obviously satisfies the three conditions. Conversely, denote by Q 0 and Q 1 the components of Q(Γ(E * 0 )) in Γ(E * −1 ) and Γ(A * ⊗ E * 0 ), since Q is a derivation of degree 1 and Q| Γ(∧ k A * ) = d A , we obtain that Q 0 is given by a bundle map ∂ * and Q 1 is given by d ∇ * 0 for some A-connection ∇ * 0 on E * 0 . Similarly, the components of Q(E * −1 ) in Γ(A * ⊗ E * 1 ) and Γ(∧ 2 A * ⊗ E * 0 ) are determined by d ∇ * 1 and ω * ∈ Γ(∧ 2 A * ⊗ End(E * −1 , E * 0 )), where ∇ * 1 is an A-connection on E * −1 . Let ∂ : E −1 −→ E 0 be the dual map of ∂ * , ∇ 0 and ∇ 1 be the dual connection on E 0 and E −1 of ∇ * 0 and ∇ * 1 , and ω ∈ Γ(∧ 2 A * ⊗ End(E 0 , E −1 )) be given by Leibniz rule, Q is totally determined by D which implies that the Lie 2-algebroid structure corresponding to Q is the semidirect product A ⋉ E.
The symplectic NQ-manifold associated to the standard Courant algebroid
The symplectic structure is the standard one: dp i ∧ dq i + dξ i ∧ dθ i and the degree 1 vector field Q is given by
In the following, we show that for the standard Courant algebroid, the degree 1 vector field Q given by (33) satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 3.3.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we only need to show that the vector field Q given by (33) satisfies conditions (1)-(3) listed in Theorem 3.3. For any f ∈ C ∞ (M ), we have
Then the fact that Q satisfies Condition (1) in Theorem 3.3 follows from the derivation property of Q.
which implies that Condition (2) in Theorem 3.3 is satisfied.
Thus Condition (3) in Theorem 3.3 is also satisfied.
Then it is flat, i.e. ω = 0. It is straightforward to see that in this case,
Extension of Lie 2-algebroids
Now we consider a very specific extension of Lie 2-algebroids in the following form:
The exact sequence consists of two exact sequences of vector bundles with all squares commutative diagrams of vector bundles over the same base M . Moreover, A is a Lie algebroid viewed as the Lie 2-algebroid 0 0 −→ A as in Example 2.6, E −1 ∂ −→ E 0 is a 2-term complex of vector bundles viewed as an abelian Lie 2-algebroid as in Example 2.7,
is a Lie 2-algebroid, and (Id, 0 ) and (0, Ô) are strict morphisms (see Def. 2.4) over id M between Lie 2-algebroids. Moreover we assume that Ô admits a global splitting. We call this sort of extension a 2-term abelian extension of a Lie algebroid A. An isomorphism between 2-term abelian extensions of A is a morphism between the two corresponding exact sequences (35) such that its restriction on A and E • are identities, and its restriction on the middle term is an isomorphism of Lie 2-algebroids (not necessarily strict, see Def. 2.4 and Remark 2.5).
Recall that there is a 1-1 correspondence between Lie algebra extensions of a Lie algebra g by an abelian Lie algebra a and H 2 (g, a) (which includes the information of a as a g representation). Now we establish a similar correspondence for the abelian extensions of a Lie algebroid by a 2-term representation up to homotopy.
Given an extension (35), since Ô admits a splitting, say σ : A → A 0 , we can write A 0 = A ⊕ E 0 . Since the diagram is commutative, we have that∂ = 0 + ∂,ρ = ρ A and 0 is the inclusion map, which we usually omit. Define an A-connection ∇ on the complex E and ω : ∧ 2 A −→ End(E 0 , E −1 ) by
Lemma 4.1 With the above notations, (∇, ω) gives a representation up to homotopy of the Lie algebroid A on the complex E :
Proof. It is not hard to deduce that
By definition, we have
Since we havel 2 (l 3 (σ(X), σ(Y ), σ(Z)), u) = 0, by the Jacobiator identity ofl 3 , we deduce that
which implies that (∇, ω) is a representation up to homotopy of A on E −1 ∂ −→ E 0 . Now we recall how to define the cohomology H • (A, E) for a 2-term representation up to homotopy (E = E −1 ⊕ E 0 , D) of a Lie algebroid A. Such a representation up to homotopy gives us a complex:
where
This complex eventually gives us the cohomology H • (A, E) with coefficient in the representation up to homotopy E. In particular, for a 2-cochain (c 2 , c 3 ) ∈ Hom(∧ 2 A, V 0 ) ⊕ Hom(∧ 3 A, V −1 ), we have
Thus (c 2 , c 3 ) is a 2-cocycle means that
Now for our extension, we define c 2 ∈ Hom(∧ 2 A, E 0 ) and c 3 ∈ Hom(∧ 3 A, E −1 ) by
Transfer the Lie 2-algebroid structure ( A −1l
A ⊕ E 0 , we obtain a Lie 2-algebroid (E −1
0+∂
−−→ A ⊕ E 0 , ρ, l 2 , l 3 ), where
Then we have, Conversely, given a 2-term representation up to homotopy (E −1
which is a 2-term abelian extension of A and fits inside (35).
Proof. On one hand, by direct computations, we have
Thus we have
By (7), we have
which implies that
By the fact that (∇, ω) is a representation up to homotopy, we deduce that
By (39) and (40), we deduce that (c 2 , c 3 ) is a 2-cocycle. It is straightforward to check the converse part.
Denote by c 2 : Γ(E * 0 ) −→ Γ(∧ 2 A * ) and c 3 : Γ(E * −1 ) −→ Γ(∧ 3 A * ) the dual of c 2 and c 3 respectively, i.e.
for any ξ ∈ Γ(E * 0 ), σ ∈ Γ(E * −1 ) and X, Y, Z ∈ Γ(A). We denote their graded derivation extension on C(A ⊕ E) using the same notation (see (42)). Then, we have Proposition 4.3 The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex C(A⊕ E) associated to A⋉ (c 2 ,c 3 ) E with the Lie 2-algebroid structure (38) is given by
in which Γ(E * 0 ) is of degree 1 and Γ(E * −1 ) is of degree 2, and D is given by
with (Λ(E * [1]), D) the induced representation up to homotopy on the exterior algebra.
Proof. For any ξ ∈ Γ(E * 0 ) and X, Y ∈ Γ(A), we have
Similarly, for any κ ∈ E * −1 , we have
Therefore, we have
Since D is given by a Lie 2-algebroid structure, it must satisfy D 2 = 0.
Give a representation up to homotopy (E, ∇, ω) and a 2-cocycle (c 2 , c 3 ), by Lemma 4.2, we can construct an extension of Lie 2-algebroids A ⋉ (c 2 ,c 3 ) E. We further prove that the extension does not depend on the cocycle itself but on its cohomology class in H 2 (A, E). Proof. Assume that 2-cocycles (c 2 , c 3 ) and (c ′ 2 , c ′ 3 ) represent the same cohomology, then we have (c 2 , c 3 ) = (c ′ 2 , c ′ 3 ) + D(e 1 , e 2 ), for some (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ Hom(A, E 0 ) ⊕ Hom(∧ 2 A, E −1 ), more precisely,
It is clear that (f 0 , f 1 ) is an isomorphism of complexes of vector bundles. Thus we only need to show that (f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ) preserves the anchor and the brackets in an L ∞ -fashion (see Remark 2.5). First we have
which implies that f 0 preserves the anchor. Moreover, we have
Furthermore, it is obvious that the corresponding extensions are also isomorphic.
Conversely, given two 2-cocycles (c 2 , c 3 ) and (c ′ 2 , c ′ 3 ), let (f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ) be an isomorphism of the resulting extensions, we can assume that
for some e 1 ∈ Hom(A, E 0 ). By computation, we have
By (8), we obtain
Similarly, by (9), we get
Thus, we have
Thus (10) is equivalent to
. (48) By (44) and (45), if ∂ is injective, or surjective, we have
Thus, if ∂ is injective, or surjective, or c 2 = 0, define e 2 ∈ Γ(Hom(∧ 2 A, E −1 )) by e 2 (X, Y ) = f 2 (X, Y ). By (43) and (46) 
.4, we have the following conclusion
Theorem 4.5 Given a Lie algebroid A and its 2-term representation up to homotopy E, the isomorphism classes of the abelian extensions of A by E are classified by H 2 (A, E) provided that ∂ : E −1 → E 0 is injective or surjective.
Remark 4.6 Unlike in the classical case, we do not have a full classification result essentially because f 2 controls the deficiency of bracket-preserving only through ∂. It is the case even if the representation is trivial, namely in the central extension case. Unfortunately, it is not easy to come up with a counter example neither, because f 2 needs to satisfy (47) and (48). In fact, L ∞ -algebras and (non-strict) L ∞ -morphisms do not form a model category and do not have desired limits and colimits. This is probably the reason where the proof breaks down when immitating the classical one 4 . We call the element in H 2 (A, E) corresponding to an extension, the extension class of this extension. When the extension class is 0, the extension is given by the semidirect product in the last section. Thus we also have Theorem 4.7 Given a Lie algebroid A and its 2-term representation up to homotopy E, an abelian extension of A by E is isomorphic to the semidirect product A ⋉ E if and only if its extension class in H 2 (A, E) is trivial.
Similarly to Theorem 3.3, we have Theorem 4.8 Let E = E −1 ⊕ E 0 be a 2-term graded vector bundle over M and A be a Lie algebroid over M . Suppose that there is a Lie 2-algebroid structure on (A ⊕ E 0 ) ⊕ E −1 given by a degree 1 homological vector field Q,
Then this Lie 2-algebroid is the abelian extension of A with the extension class in H 2 (A, E) represented by the cocycle (c 2 , c 3 ) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
Moreover, we have a twisted version of Theorem 3.4 (which is in the case of (c 2 , c 3 ) = 0):
is isomorphic to the extension of T M by the coadjoint representation up to homotopy
given by
Proof. The extension Lie 2-algebroid structure is given by
It fits into the following exact sequence of Lie 2-algebroids,
To see that it is isomorphic to the exact Courant algebroid withŠevera class [H], we only need to show that in local coordinates, their degree 1 homological vector field are same. Take the same local coordinates as in Section 2.3 and choose the connection given by (34). By remark 3.5, we only need to show that in these coordinates,
where c 2 and c 3 are given by (49) and (50) respectively. In fact, by (41), we have
Now we have that
thus by (41), we have
This completes the proof. However we have the following lemma:
Thus with Thm. 4.7, Prop. 4.9, and the above lemma, we conclude that,
is isomorphic as NQ manifolds to the standard Courant algebroid with 0Ševera class.
We do have an example of non-trivial extension.
Example 4.12 (String Lie 2-algebras) A string Lie 2-algebra is a 2-term L ∞ -algebrâ g withĝ 0 = g a semisimple Lie algebra of compact type,ĝ −1 = R, and ∂ = 0, l 2 ((e 1 , r 1 ), (e 2 , r 2 )) = ([e 1 , e 2 ], 0), l 3 ((e 1 , r 1 ), (e 2 , r 2 ), (e 3 , r 3 )) = (0, [e 1 , e 2 ], e 3 Killing ),
where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ g, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ∈ R. Then it fits into the following extension
with the extension class represented by (0, c 3 ) with c 3 : ∧ 3 g → R given by c 3 (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = [e 1 , e 2 ], e 3 Killing . The class represented by (0, c 3 ) is non-zero in H 2 (g, R → 0) because the class represented by c 3 in H 3 (g, R) is known to be non-zero (actually it is the generator of H 3 (g, R) = R).
Integration
We now integrate an abelian extension of a Lie algebroid A by a 2-term representation up to homotopy, (E, D), with the extension class represented by a 2-cocycle, (c 2 , c 3 ). The general idea is that we first integrate the representation up to homotopy (E, D) to a representation up to homotopy (E, F 1 , F 2 ) of the fundamental Lie groupoid G of A. Then we integrate the extension class (c 2 , c 3 ) into a groupoid extension class (C 2 , C 3 ). Then we use F 1 , F 2 and (C 2 , C 3 ) to construct the extension Lie 2-groupoid and take it as the integration of the extension Lie 2-algebroid. Notice that both of the above two integration processes have obstruction (see [ASb, Prop. 5.4] , [ASa, Thm. 4.7] ). Here we use this general idea more as a guideline to construct the integration object of a Courant algebroid. In the case of Courant algebroids, the Lie algebroid A = T M is the tangent bundle. Thus the fundamental groupoid G is the usual fundamental groupoid Π 1 (M ) =M ×M/π 1 (M ) ⇉ M , whereM is the simply connected cover of M . When M is simply connected, Π 1 (M ) = M × M is simply the pair groupoid. Then the representation up to homotopy of T M on T * M Id − → T * M is the coadjoint representation up to homotopy. By [ACb, Theorem 3.10] , any such two representations up to homotopy are equivalent. Thus we assume that the coadjoint representation of T M integrate to a coadjoint representation up to homotopy
Preliminaries
Let G = (G 1 ⇉ G 0 ) be a Lie groupoid. We denote the space of sequences ( 2. A nonassociative representation F 1 on E 0 and E −1 satisfying
as well as
Given such a representation up to homotopy (E, F 1 , F 2 ), we can also define a complex to compute the cohomology H • (G, E) as in the case of usual representation (see [ASa, Prop.2.9] ). Here we recall the formula in our case of 2-term representation: the complex is
The differential D is given by
where given η ∈ C k (G, E l ),
In the case of 2-term representation E −1 ∂ − → E 0 , a 2-cochain is made up by two terms (C 2 , C 3 ) ∈ C 2 (G, E 0 ) ⊕ C 3 (G, E −1 ). The cocycle conditions read
Throughout in this paper, unless specifically mentioned, all cocycles are normalized, that is, η(g 1 , . . . , g k ) = 0, if one of g 1 , . . . , g k is 1 x for some x ∈ G 0 .
Extensions of Lie groupoids
First we recall a classical fact: given a representation V of a group G, and a 2-cocycle C ∈ C 2 (G, V ), there is a group extension
where V is viewed as an abelian group with multiplication the addition of its vector space structure. When the 2-cocycle is trivial, G is isomorphic to the semidirect product G ⋉ V . We would like to establish a similar theory in the Lie 2-groupoid case and show that the integration of Courant algebroid is such an extension Lie 2-groupoid (because Courant algebroid itself can be realized as an extension Lie 2-algebroid).
The concept of Lie n-groupoid is best and uniformly given via Kan complexes. However, to describe a Lie 2-groupoid, there is another method, which is much longer to write down, but easier to understand as a comparison with Lie groupoids. A Lie 2-groupoid is a groupoid object in the 2-category GpdBibd where the space of objects is only a manifold (but not a general Lie groupoid). Here GpdBibd is the 2-category with Lie groupoids as objects, Hilsum-Skandalis (HS) bimodules as morphisms, isomorphisms of HS bimodules as 2-morphisms. Thus the category of manifolds embeds into this 2-category by viewing a manifold M as a trivial groupoid M ⇉ M which only has identity arrows. The equivalence of such two descriptions is given in [Zhu09] . A special sort of Lie 2-groupoid is a groupoid object in the 2-category of Gpd with the space of object a manifold, where Gpd is a sub-2-category of GpdBibd containing only strict groupoid morphisms as morphisms. We call such Lie 2-groupoid semistrict Lie 2-groupoid. Since the Lie 2-groupoid integrating Courant algebroid that we construct is an example of semistrict Lie 2-groupoids, we describe this concept explicitly below.
Definition 5.2 A semistrict Lie 2-groupoid consists of:
• a smooth manifold G 0 , which is the set of objects x, y, z, · · · ,
• a smooth manifold G 1 , which is the set of 1-morphisms g, h, · · · . For a 1-morphism g : x −→ y, we write α(g) = x, β(g) = y. For another 1-morphism h : y −→ z, we write their composition as hg : x −→ z.
• a Lie groupoid G : G 2 ⇉ G 1 , where G 2 is the set of 2-morphisms φ, φ ′ · · · . For any 2-morphism φ : g =⇒ h, where g, h : x −→ y are 1-morphisms, the source and target maps s, t are given by s(φ) = g, t(φ) = h. The composition in this groupoid is usually called vertical multiplication, and denoted by · v . We require βs = βt and αs = αt.
• For all objects x, y, z ∈ G 0 , there is a Lie groupoid morphism G× αs,G 0 ,βs G → G, which is called horizontal multiplication and denoted by · h , i.e. for φ : g =⇒ h : x −→ y and
• for any x ∈ G 0 , there is an identity 1-morphism and an identity 2-morphism, which we both denote by 1 x .
• a Lie groupoid contravariant morphism inv : G → G, and the following natural isomorphisms
• the left and right unit l g : 1 β(g) · h g −→ g and r g : g · h 1 α(g) −→ g,
• the unit and counit i g : 1 β(g) −→ g · h inv(g) and e g : inv(g)
which are such that the following diagrams commute:
• the pentagon identity for the associator
• the triangle identity for the left and right unit lows:
v v n n n n n n n n n n n n
• the first zig-zag identity:
which is an extension of G and fits into the exact sequence
with natural inclusion ι • and natural projection φ • . The Lie 2-groupoid structure of the left term is abelian as in Example 5.3. The Lie 2-groupoid structure of the middle term is semistrict and given by the following data: The source map s and target map t are given by
and α, β (see the second item of Def. 5.2) are given by
The horizontal multiplication · h of objects is given by
the horizontal multiplication · h of morphisms is given by
The associator
is given by
The inverse map inv is given by
The identity 1-morphisms are (1 x , 0) and the identity 2-morphisms are (1 x , 0, 0).
All the other natural isomorphisms are identity isomorphisms.
Proof. First we verify the Lie 2-groupoid structure of the middle term. The verification is similar to the proof of [SZb, Thm. 3.7] . By (58), (59) and (60), it is straightforward to see that
This implies that the multiplication · h is a groupoid morphism. We compute that
By (53), a defined by (61) is the associator iff
This is exactly (55)-one of the conditions of the closedness of (C 2 , C 3 ). The naturality of the associator a is the following commutative diagram:
To see that a is a natural isomorphism, we need to show that
is equal to
By straightforward computations, we obtain that (65) is equal to
and (66) is equal to g1g2g3, ξ + F1(g1)(η) + F1(g1g2)(γ), m + F1(g1)(n) + F1(g1)F1(g2)(k) + F2(g1, g2)(γ) − C3(g1, g2, g3) .
Hence (65) is equal to (66) by (53).
By (53) and the fact that F 1 (1 x ) = Id, we have (g, ξ) · h inv(g, ξ) = (g, ξ) · h g −1 , −F 1 (g −1 )(ξ) − C 2 (g −1 , g) = gg −1 , ξ − F 1 (g)F 1 (g −1 )(ξ) − F 1 (g)C 2 (g −1 , g) + C 2 (g, g −1 )
= 1 β(g) , −∂F 2 (g, g −1 )(ξ) − F 1 (g)C 2 (g −1 , g) + C 2 (g, g −1 )
= 1 β(g) , −∂F 2 (g, g −1 )(ξ) + ∂C 3 (g, g −1 , g) .
The last equality is due to (55) (notice that our cocycles are normalized). Thus the unit given by (64) is indeed a morphism from (1 β(g) , 0) to (g, ξ) · h inv(g, ξ).
To show the naturality of the unit, we need to prove (g, ξ, m) · h inv(g, ξ, m) · v i (g,ξ) = i (g,ξ+∂m) ,
i.e. the following commutative diagram:
(1 β(g) , 0)
' ' P P P P P P P P P P P P i (g,ξ+∂m) u u j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j (g, ξ + ∂m) · h inv(g, ξ + ∂m) (g, ξ) · h inv(g, ξ)
(g,ξ,m)· h inv (g,ξ,m) o o This follows from
which is a special case of (53). Since F (1 x ) = Id and our cocycle C 2 + C 3 is normalized, we have
(1 β(g) , 0) · h (g, ξ) = (g, ξ), (g, ξ) · h (1 α(g) , 0) = (g, ξ).
Hence the left unit and the right unit can also be taken as the identity isomorphisms.
The counit e (g,ξ) : inv(g, ξ) · h (g, ξ) −→ (1 α(g) , 0) can be taken as the identity morphism since we have inv(g, ξ) · h (g, ξ) = g −1 , −F 1 (g −1 )(ξ) − C 2 (g −1 , g) · h (g, ξ) = (1 α(g) , 0).
Lastly, we need to show
• the pentagon identity for the associator,
• the triangle identity for the left and right unit laws,
• the first zig-zag identity,
• the second zig-zag identity.
We only give the proof of the pentagon identity, the others can be proved in similar fashions and we leave them to the readers. The pentagon identity is equivalent to a (g 1 ,ξ),(g 2 ,η),(g 3 ,γ)· h (g 4 ,θ) · v a (g 1 ,ξ)· h (g 2 ,η),(g 3 ,γ),(g 4 ,θ) = (g 1 , ξ) · h a (g 2 ,η),(g 3 ,γ),(g 4 ,θ) · v a (g 1 ,ξ),(g 2 ,η)· h (g 3 ,γ),(g 4 ,θ) · v a (g 1 ,ξ),(g 2 ,η),(g 3 ,γ) · h (g 4 , θ)
The condition (55) implies that these elements can be vertical multiplied. Then by straightforward computations, the left hand side is equal to g1g2g3g4, ξ + F1(g1)(η) + F1(g1g2)(γ) + F1(g1g2g3)(θ) + C2(g1, g2) + C2(g1g2, g3) + C2(g1g2g3, g4), F2(g1g2, g3)(θ) + F2(g1, g2) γ + F1(g3)(θ) + C2(g3, g4) − C3(g1g2, g3, g4) − C3(g1, g2, g3g4) , and the right hand side is equal to g1g2g3g4, ξ + F1(g1)(η) + F1(g1g2)(γ) + F1(g1g2g3)(θ) + C2(g1, g2) + C2(g1g2, g3) + C2(g1g2g3, g4), F2(g1, g2)(γ) + F2(g1, g2g3)(θ) + F1(g1) • F2(g2, g3)(θ) − F1(g1)C3(g2, g3, g4) −C3(g1, g2g3, g4) − C3(g1, g2, g3) .
By (54) and (56), they are equal. Finally, it is not hard to verify that the natural inclusion ι • is injective and the natural projection of φ • is surjective. Moreover, ker(φ • ) = im(ι • ) = E • . Thus we indeed obtain an extension.
Remark 5.5 We remark here how to go back fromĜ to a Lie 2-algebroid. The systematical way to differentiate a Lie n-groupoid to an NQ manifold is described in [Ševa] in the language of graded manifolds. Here we only describe briefly the differentiation inspired by this work (using explicit words in usual differential geometry), and postpone the detailed calculation to future studies.
Recall the differentiation of a Lie groupoid t, s : H 1 ⇉ H 0 to a Lie algebroid. The Lie algebroid is ker T s| H 0 containing tangent vectors of H 1 on H 0 vanishing along the source map. Similarly, we obtain a graded vector bundle
where A is the Lie algebroid of G. Now we explain how to obtain the Lie 2-algebroid structure (38) on this graded vector bundle. The anchor ρ of the Lie 2-algebroid is induced by the anchor of A.
We notice that the formula for the horizontal multiplication (59) is exactly the same as the formula for a usual extension of groupoid by a representation and a 2-cocycle. It implies the second formula of (38). Moreover, we notice that there is an (nonassociative) action of G 1 ⊕ E 0 on E −1 given by the horizontal multiplication:
(g, ξ) · m := pr E −1 (g, ξ, 0) · h (1 s(g) , 0, m) = F 1 (g)(m).
This implies the third formula of (38). The term l 3 is more difficult to explain, but at least in our case of Courant algebroids, it is determined by l 2 since ∂ : E −1 → E 0 is injective.
Application to Integration of Courant algebroids
Now we are ready to integrate the Courant algebroid T M ⊕ T * M withŠevera class [H] . The integrating Lie 2-groupoid is simply the extension Lie 2-groupoid of Π 1 (M ) by its representation up to homotopy T * M Id − → T * M and the integrating 2-cocycle (C 2 , C 3 ) of (c 2 , c 3 ) coming from H. More explicitly, the Lie 2-groupoid is modeled on the action Lie Remark 5.7 (Comparation with other works) The authors in [LBŠ] also construct a global version using the pair groupoid rather than the fundamental groupoid as we do in our approach. But there is no fundamental difference. This global Lie 2-groupoid built upon the pair groupoid is also the integration object of Mehta and Tang [MT, (1. 3)]. We choose the fundamental groupoid in hope that we would achieve a more universal object, possibly with a universal symplectic structure. However, it seems that we need to go further (to "fundamental 2-groupoid") to achieve this universal object, since our current object is not source 2-connected. We postpone the investigation of this question to future works.
